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14 November, 2014

The problem with looking for our little feathered friends in

Kenya’s Samburu National Reserve is that the big stuff gets

in the way. This arid thorn tree region hosts such abundant

wildlife that focussing purely on birding is impossible. For

his first visit to the region, we challenged Africa Geographic

director, Simon Espley, to tick off a carefully compiled list of

avian eye candy: 15 species in 3 days. It proved tricky, but

he’s not such a twitcher that he ignored the other wonders of

this incredible region.

was enthusiastic about the Africa Geographic team’s

bid to get me twitching because they weren’t so

mischievous as to give me a rare bird challenge. The

list was compiled to demonstrate the diversity and

splendour of the region’s birds and there was the

added prospect of seeing many lifers. I began preparing by

searching for a birding guide – the team didn’t specify that I

couldn’t get help from a true pro, and to add a modern flavour

to the quest, the guide I chose was a man I met on Facebook.

   I had noticed Sammy’s frequent posts on our Africa

Geographic Birds Facebook page, and how keen he was to

share his knowledge with our community. His passion is

infectious and he seemed very clued up on Kenya’s birds. So,

when I began planning my Samburu bird quest, I naturally

thought of him. Later on, during a memorable few hours in a

bird hide overlooking a Samburu waterhole, Sammy explained

https://www.facebook.com/Africa.Geographic.Birds
https://www.facebook.com/Africa.Geographic.Birds


his strategy for the Africa Geographic Facebook community.

His aim is to share his photos as widely as possible, give out

free advice and make as many friends as possible. Then, when

those friends decide to visit Kenya, he might be top of mind as

a guide. It’s a simple and clever plan that embraces the way

people gather information and make travel decisions in the

tech age, and it’s working. It’s also refreshingly different to the

stodgy marketing we see from so many other travel industry

brands.

Sammy learned his trade as a young man guarding his family

livestock and making meticulous notes about the habits of the

birds he saw. He is literally a walking encyclopaedia of

Kenya’s birds: along with Lorenzo Barelli and Jaques

Pitteloud, he recently co-authored the largest publication on

birds in Kenya titled ‘Wings of Kenya’. Sammy is also a

wonderful travelling companion and his assistance in

Saruni Samburu lodge sitting area.

©Saruni Samburu

http://www.naturekenya.org/content/Wings_of_Kenya


planning my quest and organisational skills during the safari

were of great comfort, freeing me up to absorb as much as I

could.

I picked Sammy up in Nanyuki and we arrived at our first

lodgings in total darkness, so I was completely unprepared for

the sight that greeted me the next morning. Saruni Samburu

lodge is perched atop one of many rocky kopjes in the area

with breathtaking views across the dry Samburu countryside.

My chalet (some might say, palace) seemed to hang in mid air,

and the hilltop pool enhanced this sensation, perched, as it

was, at the highest point of the kopje.

I was completely
unprepared for
the sight that
greeted me





 But there was no time for incredible vistas or a full

appreciation of the scrumptious breakfast, I had birds to tick

off, so I spent my first morning exploring the hilltop I was to

call home for two nights. The sound of lions, hyenas and

Nubian nightjars calling all night had whet my appetite and,

being a newbie in this part of Kenya, I was soon scribbling

down stunners like fan-tailed raven, Abyssinian scimitarbill,

D’arnards barbets and Somali bee-eater – to name a few.

   Sammy and I had the pleasure of walking with Saruni

Samburu guide, Sumaro Lechakaole. Sumaro is himself an

1. Relax Bedouin style at Saruni Samburu.

2. Drinks are served on one of the villa decks.

3. A Samburu tribesman dressed n warrior regalia.

©Saruni Samburu

4. Nubian woodpecker.

5. Rosy-patched bush-shrike.

©Sammy Mugo

http://africageo.com/4829


excellent birder so I was in good hands and could relax, taking

in the rugged beauty of the area while my guides worked the

flocks. In the heat of late morning we had an amusing

encounter with a distracted warthog that came trotting along

the game trail towards us. With its mind on the fresh water

ahead, it noticed us just 10 metres out, levitated in fright, then

galloped off in undignified retreat, his stiff tail showing full

cell reception.

A late afternoon drive deep into the Reserve offered a harvest

of delights including Gambata flycatcher, Somali golden-

breasted bunting and purple grenadier waxbill.

   After two wonderful nights at Saruni Samburu we headed

into the lowlands and our home for the next two nights –

Elephant Bedroom Lodge. This relaxed tented camp is so

named because elephants often loiter in camp, spread out as it

is along the banks of the Ewaso Nyiro River. As you can

imagine, this part of our birding quest was frequently

interrupted by sightings of tuskers, but we were also treated to

lion and leopard, giraffe-necked gerenuk and well as Grevy’s

zebra, a long time bucket list tick for me.

http://africageo.com/4757


   Our driver and guide was Elephant Bedroom’s Antony

Sawiana, who knows the area like the back of his hand. By the

time we reached the riverine area we had ticked off many of

the birds on our quest, so the focus switched to the pursuit of

specific species. We came across a horde of beauties including

African golden oriole, Nubian woodpecker, Lichtenstein

sandgrouse and steel-blue whydah. And on a few occasions we

bumped into our feline friends while scouring the thick

riverside tangles for birds.





1. Lounging by the water at Elephant Bedroom

©Atua Enkop

2. The endangered Grevy’s Zebra differs from the mountain and plains zebra in

that it is more closely related to the ass, and the stripes are more uniform and

larger in number.

3. The long necked gerenuk antelope seldom grazes and has evolved to feed on

brambles and trees.

4. Red and yellow barbet.

5. The mammals of Samburu are equally as mesmerising as the birds.

©Sammy Mugo

The red and yellow barbet



At one point, the red and yellow barbet we were ogling

disappeared into a shady thicket and magically re-appeared as

a young female leopard. She kept us mesmerised for quite

some time as she sidled around our car before sashaying off

on her own mission. During the last few hours of our anxious

bird search, we rounded a corner to find a resting lioness, with

rotund belly and attendant swarm of flies. Do we work the last

few minutes of daylight to find the birds or spend time with

the lioness? The lioness won.

   

My time in this dusty paradise was up all too soon and,

thanks to a full day of strong winds that whipped up great

flurries of dust, my birding days were cut short. Despite that,

we ticked off 12 of the 15 species on the quest, plus hordes of

others and 41 personal lifers. Rather than list every bird we

saw, I thought I would pay homage to those that sparked my

imagination by handing out a few awards. Have a look at the

winners below.

magically
re-appeared as a young

leopard

The red and yellow barbet



 

The “Eye-Candy Award” goes to the elegant golden-

breasted starlings with their bright yellow bellies, iridescent

blue backs and long tail feathers – they reminded me of

miniature versions of the blue-and-gold macaws I have seen

in Brazil. The orange-bellied parrots come in for a special

mention – parrots are always a highlight for me – as they

screech past at high speed like they have somewhere

important to go.

The “Amusement award” goes to those crazy bush

chickens, the vulturine guineafowl, which we frequently

encountered in large chaotic flocks.

The “Busy award” (and the birds I find most interesting)

goes to the massive mixed flocks of small birds working the

dry grassland for scraps of sustenance. Sometimes the ground

©Sammy Mugo



seemed alive with industrious little birds like chestnut

sparrows, white-headed buffalo-weavers and Donaldson-

Smith’s sparrow-weavers.

The “Looks like nothing until you see its trump card”

award goes to the elegant Rosy-patched bush-shrike, which

blends into the drab shrubbery until you catch a glimpse of

that bright pink splash, like an open-heart surgery patient on

the loose.

The “Neatest dresser” award, and my favourite sighting,

was in fact a 30-strong flock of black-cheeked waxbills flitting

through the thick bush near a village.

And lastly, the “Cheeky award” goes to a common but

magnificent little fellow called the superb starling – this great

character of East Africa was always on hand in the camps,

negotiating for table scraps and performing tricks. We had

wonderful sightings of magpie, Fischer’s and wattled starlings

as well.

Samburu is a wonderful dryland birding area, with some

impressive game viewing thrown in for good measure. There is

no doubt I will be back – for those three that escaped. In fact, I

think I’m ready for that rare bird list.

Headline image of vulturine guineafowl by Ana Zinger.

https://www.facebook.com/analeuzinger?ref=ts&fref=ts


SEE FOR YOURSELF

Saruni Samburu Lodge

Located on Kalama Conservancy bordering the South of

Samburu National Reserve, Saruni Samburu Lodge is

surrounded by 95, 000 hectares of private reserve. There are

just 6 villas in all, 2 of which are large family villas with 2

separate bedrooms and bathrooms, shared seating/dining

area and several verandas. Other amenities include a spa and

2 large, panoramic swimming pools looking over waterholes.

2015 Rates 

Low Season: US$ 460 per adult sharing. US$ 240 per child

sharing

Mid Season: US$ 630 per adult sharing. US$ 310 per child

sharing

High Season: US$ 780 per adult sharing. US$ 390 per child

http://www.sarunisamburu.com/
http://africageo.com/4831


sharing

Elephant Bedroom Lodge

This luxury tented camp is located within Samburu National

Reserve along the banks of the Ewaso Nyiro River bringing

you ever closer to the wild. Guests are accommodated in 12

spacious tents on wooden decks, each with their own small

plunge pools. All tents have electricity and en suite facilities.

Rates 

Low Season: US$ 990 per adult sharing. US$ 650 per child

sharing

Mid Season: From US$ 1200 per adult sharing. US$ 895 per

child sharing

High Season: From US$ 1185 per adult sharing. US$ 810 per

child sharing

Samburu National Reserve rates

US$ 116 per adult per night

US$ 58 per child per night

Getting there

Air: Daily flights leave Nairobi for Samburu National Reserve

with Air Kenya and Safarilink, and from other locations by

private charter.

Road: Samburu can be accessed by road from Nairobi along

the A2. The road is tarred up until Isilio, 35km from Archers

Gate, then gravel from there on.

http://www.atua-enkop.com/#!elephant-bedroom-camp/cunp
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Suletta Du Plessis

Kenya is the original Garden of Eden,

and these incredible photos a

testimony to that. Coupled with its

beautiful, gentle people who know just

how to make a visitor feel welcome,
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he Samburu are a Nilotic people, originally

hailing from the plains alongside the Nile river.

As part of a Maa speaking group, they moved

south under pressure from the Borana expansion

in the late 16th century. The earliest settlement

of the Maa was just south of Lake Turkana. This group became

known as the Samburu, while another group moved further

south eventually becoming known as the Maasai. Their

languages and rites of passage remain closely related to one

another, as do their rituals and spiritual beliefs.

   

In essence the Samburu are semi-nomadic pastoralists

whereas the Maasai retained a completely nomadic lifestyle

until recent colonisation and land ownership confined both

tribes to a more sedentary existence.

   

Living in a more remote area than than the Maasai, the

Samburu remain a little more traditional in attitude than the

Maasai who’s younger members in particular feel the call of

the city and modern education. Because of the arid climate of

the Samburu region, along with cattle and goats, camels make

up part of the Samburu’s wealth.

   

Different Samburu clans can be identified by the colour

combinations of their clothing. A great deal of time is spent on

personal decoration. Most distinct are the bird feathers men

use in headdresses in combination with plastic flowers – a

modern addition. Men wear elaborate beaded collars and

their chests are criss-crossed with strings of beads. Women

wear a large number of circular beaded necklaces and keep

their hair short, unlike the men who will braid and colour it

with red ochre.
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Click here to enjoy more of Dirk Rees’s photography
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SIMON ESPLEY is a seasoned African traveller – walking,

driving, boating, biking, horse riding and flying his way in

pursuit of true wilderness and elusive birds. In his spare time

he rehabilitates birds for release back into the wild, tries to

live sustainably and is increasingly interested in the true cost

and journey of food. He is a chartered accountant and director

of Africa Geographic Holdings and bigFIG Digital Media.
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Simon’s experience with and appreciation of birds meant the

Africa Geographic team challenged him to tick off a carefully

compiled list of avian eye candy on a recent Kenyan safari.

You can find out how he shaped up in SAMBURU

SENSATIONS and learn about the other splendours of the

Samburu region.

 

SAMMY MUGO was born in Central Kenya near the

Aberdare Mountain ranges and spent his youth visiting the

beautiful Aberdare Mountain Park. It was here, while

watching guests birding, that his interest in birds was

triggered. Sammy’s elder brother worked as a game ranger

and he would visit him as often as he could. When his brother

gave him a book on the birds of Africa, and a small pair of

binoculars, he knew he wanted to see all the birds in his

country. His real love of ornithology and photography of

different bird species began. Sammy is co-author of Kenya’s

largest publication on birds, ‘Wings of Kenya’, and he guided

Africa Geographic director Simon Espley for his story

SAMBURU SENSATIONS as well as contributed imagery of



the stunning birds and mammals of the region.

 

Photographer DIRK REES was born in Cape Town; raised in

Germany and is currently based in London. This Afro-

European perspective has led him to working for clients from

top agencies around the globe. Extensive travel in Africa

cultivated his passion for landscape and natural environments

in his early professional work in photography. Some of his

current personal projects include a series of the Himba and

Samburu tribes – part of a wider project focusing on iconic

tribes throughout Africa. Dirk is described as a force of nature

– his passion translates into every element of his work,

maximising the creative potential of each project. He has had

13 exhibitions to date and has worked with major editorial

brands such as GQ, British Journal of Photography and the

Sunday Times. Dirk’s photographs of the Samburu people can

be seen in THE TRIBE, and you can see more of his work on

his website.

 

http://dirkrees.com/
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